In this article, we investigated the hydroxylation of methane catalyzed by the binuclear copper site of a pMMO enzyme, through a radical rebound mechanism. All intermediates and transition states along the reaction coordinate were located and the energies involved in the mechanism calculated using the B3LYP functional including dispersion effects. Our B3LYP-D2 results show that the singlet state of the (µ-1,2-peroxo)Cu(II) 2 complex plays an important role as the lowest energy species prior to C-H bond activation.
Introduction
The activation and functionalization of an "unreactive" C-H bond of alkane molecules is currently a theme of great interest in both scientific and industrial communities due to the fact that control of this chemical process can lead to the generation of compounds with direct economic impact, since alkanes are the main constituents of natural gas. [1] [2] [3] Nevertheless, the current chemical processes employed to activate the strong C-H bond (∼100 kcal mol −1 ) in alkanes require extreme conditions, are costly and inefficient, and produce a considerable amount of waste. 3 Therefore, alternative ways to activate and functionalize alkanes are highly desirable. In this regard, natural catalysts found in the methanotrophic bacteria emerge as promising candidates. [4] [5] [6] Methanotrophic bacteria are organisms that are capable of selectively activating alkane molecules under mild conditions using Methane Monooxygenase (MMO) enzymes. 7 The discovery of the catalytic function of MMO enzymes has led to renewed interest in the alkane activation chemistry aiming at understanding the fundamental steps of the catalytic process promoted by MMO. Detailed knowledge about how these enzymes promote the cleavage of C-H bonds of alkanes could lead to the development of new synthetic catalysts with improved activity and selectivity. Two types of MMO enzymes are found in these methanotrophic organisms: [8] [9] [10] the soluble form (sMMO), present in the form of a cytoplasmic complex, and the more abundant membrane-associated form, particulate MMO ( pMMO). In fact, pMMO represents the most abundant catalyst for methane oxidation found in nature. 7 These two metalloenzymes differ significantly in their structures and in the nature of the active sites. It is now well established that in sMMO the activation of methane takes place at a diiron active site and, based on spectroscopic measurements and computational studies, several possible mechanisms have been proposed for hydroxylation of methane catalyzed by sMMO. 10 In contrast,
little is known about the methane oxidation process catalyzed † Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: The total energy (a.u.)
and Cartesian coordinates for all structures described in this work. See DOI: 10.1039/c5dt02638e
by the particulate form of the MMO enzyme, which can partially be attributed to a long-standing lack of detailed information regarding its structure. The first crystal structure of pMMO was determined ten years ago, at a resolution of 2.8 Å, by Rosenzweig and coworkers. 11 The results obtained from this investigation revealed a trimeric structure spatially organized in a α 3 β 3 γ 3 polypeptide arrangement. In total three distinct types of metallic centers were included in this structure: (i) a mononuclear copper center in the soluble domain of the β subunit, also called pmoB, located 25 Å above the membrane. The coordination sphere of this copper center is composed of the His 48, His 72 and Gln 404 residue sidechains (Fig. 1a) . The pmoB subunit also contains a binuclear copper center with the residues His 33, His 137 and His 139 composing the first coordination sphere (Fig. 1b) , with the His 33 forming what is called a histidine brace. The third metallic center was modeled as a mononuclear zinc complex containing the residues Asp 156, His 160, His 173 and Glu 195 as ligands (Fig. 1c ). This zinc center is situated in the subunit γ, also called pmoC, which is located in the domain composed of the α-helices bound to the membrane. The presence of some water molecules close to each of these metallic centers is also possible based on the crystal structure. The detailed description of the coordination environment of the metallic sites in metalloenzymes is crucial, since the chemical nature of the ligands directly bound to the metal ions can change their oxidation number, electronic states and, consequently, their reactivity.
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The structure determined within 2.8 Å of resolution, together with the set of spectroscopic data obtained by Rosenzweig et al. and other research groups, represented a significant step towards elucidating the pMMO structure. 11, [15] [16] [17] Nevertheless, at 2.8 Å it was not possible to determine precisely the main residues and possible water molecules close to the active sites, which can be important to the global catalytic process. Experimentally it is very complicated to work with integral membrane proteins due to difficulties in crystallization. 18, 19 Hence, the main insights obtained about the methane oxidation reaction catalyzed by pMMO have been obtained from experimental and theoretical studies involving either recombinant fragment proteins of the soluble part of pMMO, or other copper-containing proteins (tyrosinase, catechol oxidase and hemocyanin), 10, [20] [21] [22] [23] or the soluble form sMMO, which has a well-established structure and reactivity. 10, 24, 25 Despite the considerable progress in the structure determination and spectroscopic studies, the nature of the pMMO active site remains controversial. In principle, the three metal sites revealed from the pMMO crystal structure are possible candidates for the catalytic site. A single trinuclear copper cluster was also proposed by Chan and co-workers. 26 Möss-bauer spectroscopic results led Martinho et al. 27 to propose a dinuclear iron center for the pMMO active site. Nevertheless, biochemical and spectroscopic studies provide some evidence in favour of the binuclear copper center of pMMO as the most likely catalytic site. [28] [29] [30] [31] Recently, a new class of Lytic Polysaccharide Monooxygenase (LPMO) enzymes involved in the oxidative cleavage of C-H bonds in polysaccharides, including cellulose, was discovered. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] These LPMO enzymes have a single copper active site and also have a histidine brace ligand. Based on these observations, there have been suggestions that the 'bimetallic' site present on pMMO may in fact contain only one copper active centre. 33, 35, 37 Overall, though, the binuclear copper center seems to be the most accepted proposal for the active site of pMMO. 29, 30 However, the oxidation state of the two copper ions in the active catalytic site of pMMO is also a matter of debate in the literature. This is mainly due to the fact that several O 2 -derived reactive intermediates can be formed upon the reaction with O 2 .
37,38 Possible dicopper-oxo reactive intermediates are cis or
and (bis-µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 . Mixed valence reactive intermediates of the type bis(µ-oxo)Cu(II)Cu(III), (µ-oxo)(µ-hydroxo)Cu(II)Cu(III) can also be formed. A detailed discussion about these intermediates can be found in the comprehensive review of Solomon and co-workers. 38 Biochemical and spectroscopic studies with model compounds of pMMO have shed some light on the possible O 2 -derived copper intermediates involved in the oxidation of alkanes. Symmetrical Cu(III) complexes of the type bis(µ-oxo)-Cu(III) 2 have been reported to be involved in C-H bond Fig. 1 The three metallic centres revealed from the crystal structure of the pMMO enzyme.
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This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 Thus, based on these several possibilities two important questions arise: (i) which species is in fact more reactive? And (ii) by which mechanism does the activation and hydroxylation of methane occur? In this regard, electronic structure calculations can contribute to the analysis of the stability of the possible O 2 -derived reactive intermediates and also be used to investigate possible mechanistic routes. In fact, computational studies have shed some light on these questions. The equilibrium involving the (µ-η 2 :η 2 -peroxo)Cu(II) 2 and bis-(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 has been extensively investigated using density functional theory and wave function-based methods, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] 58 with studies focusing on the Cu 2 O 2 core and different ligand environments. The predicted relative stability of the two isomeric forms varies significantly, depending on the theoretical level employed and also on which ligands are modeled. Computational studies also gave important contributions to the understanding of the reactivity of pMMO active site towards the C-H bond activation of methane. [56] [57] [58] [59] Chan and co-workers applied DFT to investigate the reaction mechanism of pMMO, considering mono, di and trinuclear copper models and concluded that the trinuclear compound is the most reactive species for methane activation. 56 In this computational investigation the authors proposed a concerted mechanism in which the cleavage of the C-H bond occurs via formation of a nonlinear C⋯O⋯H transition state, in which the insertion of oxygen into the C-H bond takes place after the coordination of methane to one of the copper ions present in the trinuclear cluster model. Despite providing good insight into the C-H bond activation mechanism promoted by copper-containing enzymes such as pMMO, some caveats must be placed upon the conclusions given the nature of the models used in these calculations. First, no evidence for a trinuclear copper complex was obtained from the crystal structure of pMMO. 11 Second, in the model, NH 3 ligands were used to represent the histidine residues. Third, Chen and Chan did not consider the possible isomerization reaction involving the peroxide and bis-oxide species that, according to studies with other copper-containing proteins and binuclear copper synthetic complexes, is an important step to understand the reactivity of this class of metallic compounds. 5, 20, [28] [29] [30] [31] Moreover, Chen and Chan calculated the reaction pathway only for the singlet state, although there is a possibility of other electronic states. For the case involving the trinuclear copper cluster, only the doublet state was studied.
Yoshizawa and co-workers also investigated the catalytic mechanism of pMMO using pure QM and QM/MM models. [57] [58] [59] These studies have yielded important contributions for understanding the pMMO reactivity. For instance, they showed from DFT calculations that the mononuclear copper and zinc sites are considerably less reactive in comparison with the binuclear copper site. 58 This result provides one more indication in favor of the binuclear copper complex as the possible catalytic site of pMMO. Regarding the reactivity of the binuclear copper center, Yoshizawa et al. showed that a bis(µ-oxo)Cu(II)Cu(III) intermediate is more reactive than a bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 species towards the C-H bond activation of methane. 57, 58 However, these calculations were performed using a model in which the Glu 35 residue was present as a ligand of the first coordination sphere, even though its sidechain oxygen atoms are more than 4 Å away from the copper ions in the crystal structure solved by Rosenzweig and coworkers. 11 In a very recent study, Yoshizawa and co-workers 59 revisited the pMMO mechanism using a new model where the residues Tyr 374 and Glu 35 were included in the second coordination sphere of the binuclear copper center. From DFT calculations they proposed that the Tyr 374 acts by transferring a hydrogen atom to one oxygen of the (µ-η 2 :η 2 -peroxo)-Cu(II) 2 complex in order to form a partially reduced intermediate of the type (µ-oxo)(µ-hydroxo)Cu(II)Cu(III), which is found by computation to be more reactive than the bis(µ-oxo)-Cu(III) 2 species. This was the first work aimed at understanding the role of residues beyond the first coordination sphere on the reactivity of pMMO. It should however be noted that according to the crystal structure of pMMO the oxygen atom of the OH group of Tyr 374 is ∼5 Å away from the binuclear copper site. Several possible mechanisms (radical, non-radical and concerted) have been proposed for hydroxylation of methane catalyzed by the soluble form of the MMO enzyme. 10 Nevertheless, regarding the pMMO, the few studies published so far have considered only the concerted mechanism firstly proposed by Chan et al. A non-synchronous concerted mechanism has been preferred for pMMO based on experimental results obtained by Chan and coworkers, which indicated that the hydroxylation of alkanes by pMMO proceeds with the retention of configuration. 60, 61 However, these studies were carried out using membrane preparations based on a trinuclear copper center that was not identified in the crystal structure of pMMO. Furthermore, in an investigation involving the mechanism of aliphatic hydroxylation catalyzed by a bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complex, Spuhler and Holthausen showed from DFT calculations that the aliphatic hydroxylation reaction can also take place through an OH rebound mechanism. 62 Hence, we believe that a radical mechanism, similar to that postulated for sMMO, cannot be totally discarded for pMMO. In addition, from a theoretical point of view there are some important questions about the accuracy of DFT in describing the energetic properties involving binuclear copper complexes similar to those proposed for the pMMO model, which needs to be investigated in detail.
In this present work, we investigated the methane hydroxylation reaction catalyzed by the binuclear copper site of pMMO through a radical rebound mechanism. The B3LYP functional with inclusion of dispersion effects was used to calculate the structures and energies of all intermediates involved in the mechanism investigated. As we shall see, the radical rebound mechanism proposed in this work is kinetically equivalent to the concerted mechanism proposed before and provides an alternative pathway for this reaction to take place. In addition, the accuracy of the B3LYP functional was assessed with the results obtained from the CCSD(T)-F12 method for a small model. This article is organized as follows: first, the computational procedure used to study the mechanism is presented followed by discussion of the accuracy of DFT to describe the energetics of binuclear copper complexes and after, the structural and energetic aspects results for the rebound mechanism are presented and discussed.
Computational details
The initial coordinates of the dicopper model were taken from the crystallographic structure obtained from the Protein Data Bank server (PDB code 1YEW). Our starting model is composed of two Cu(I) ions together with their first coordination sphere ligands, made up by the sidechains of residues His 33, His 137 and His 139. Based on the crystal structure of pMMO, the amino-terminal nitrogen of His 33 was also included, and modeled as bound to one of the copper ions. 11 Restraints were applied to the atomic coordinates of some atoms of the model (see the ESI † for details) in order to take into account the steric effects of the protein. The electrostatic effects of the broader protein environment were modeled using the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) with a dielectric constant equal to 4.
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The geometry optimizations were carried out using the hybrid GGA B3LYP functional 64, 65 including the D2 dispersion correction proposed by Grimme and coworkers. 66 Recent B3LYP-D calculations on hydroxylation reaction catalyzed by bioinorganic systems have shown the importance of including dispersion effects. 67, 68 The 6-31G(d) basis set 69, 70 was used for H, C, N and O atoms. All electrons of copper atoms were treated explicitly using the 6-311G(d) basis set. 71 Hereafter this level of calculation will be referred to as B3LYP-D2/BSI. Openshell species were described using an unrestricted approach. All geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed using the C.01 version of the Gaussian 09 program. 72 Given that the positions of some atoms were maintained frozen during the optimization procedure, standard computation of vibrational frequencies is not meaningful. In order to obtain approximate frequencies for computation, e.g. of entropic contributions, a simple block-Hessian procedure 73 was used. The full Hessian matrix was obtained from a standard Gaussian frequency calculation, but then, only the sub-block corresponding to the N atoms whose positions were optimized was mass-weighted and diagonalized. This yields 3N vibrational eigenmodes and frequencies, which, for the chemically most important regions well 'inside' the sub-system resemble well the values obtained through full frequency analysis of a much larger system. This analysis was carried out using a homemade program. Single-point energy calculations using DFT and the explicitly correlated version of the coupled cluster theory 74 CCSD(T)-F12 were carried out to refine the energetics, using the MOLPRO program package. 75 The coupled-cluster calculations were performed using a reference determinant constructed from Kohn-Sham orbitals obtained using the restricted openshell ansatz and the B3LYP functional, as described later in the text. In these calculations the relativistic effects were included according to the Douglas-Kroll method. 
Results and discussion

Accuracy of DFT-D calculations
Prior to the study of the structural and energetic aspects of the species involved in the C-H bond activation of methane, we have tested the accuracy of the B3LYP-D2 method employed. Despite several previous computational studies of dioxygen activation by copper-containing enzymes, the accuracy of DFT to describe the energetics of these processes is still a matter of debate. The relative energies involved in the isomerization process between the peroxo and bis-oxo species are usually used as reference for benchmarking proposals. Previous studies using wavefunction-and DFT-based methods have provided different conclusions about the stability of the peroxo and bis-oxo intermediates. 54 . In order to evaluate the accuracy of the B3LYP-D2/BSI level of theory to describe the energetics related to the dinuclear copper complexes investigated in this present work, we performed accurate single-point energy calculations employing the new explicitly correlated version of the coupled-cluster theory [CCSD(T)-F12]. 74 Due to considerable computational demand required by this method, smaller symmetrical models, shown in Fig. 2 , were used. Geometry optimizations were performed using the B3LYP-D2 method with the BSI basis set, which employs the 6-31G(d) basis for O, N and H atoms and 6-311G(d) for the Cu atom. Single-point CCSD, CCSD(T) and CCSD(T)-F12 energies were calculated on the B3LYP-D2 optimized geometries using the MOLPRO2010.1 program. 75 CCSD(T) calculations were also performed including relativistic effects via a second-order Hamiltonian according to the Douglas-Kroll (DK) method. 76 In these calculations, the copper atom was described using the cc-pwCVTZ basis set, 77 while the oxygen and nitrogen atoms were treated using the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ basis sets 78 for hydrogen (with appropriate modified forms for the calculations involving DK relativistic effects). This basis set is denoted hereafter as BSII. Auxiliary basis was included in the basis set BSII in order to enable density fitting, as described in the ESI. † The following model reactions were used: (i) isomerization of (µ-η 2 :η 2 -peroxo)Cu(II) 2 , in the triplet state, triplet-(1), to bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 in its singlet state, singlet-(2), (triplet-(1) → singlet- (2)) and (ii) conversion of singlet-(2) to the triplet-(2) (singlet-(2) → triplet- (2)). The results are quoted in Table 1 . The first process involves the scission of the O-O bond in (1) to produce (2), in the singlet state. The B3LYP-D2 method predicts the formation of the singlet to be exothermic by 11.0 kcal mol Discarding the relativistic effects, i.e., comparing the B3LYP-D2 results with CCSD(T)-F12, the difference is negligible. Our coupled-cluster and B3LYP-D2 results show the singlet of (2) as the most stable intermediate, as can be seen from the energies involved in the singlet-(2) → triplet-(2) reaction. Liakos and Neese obtained a similar conclusion from the LPNO-CCSD and DFT calculations involving other binuclear copper complexes.
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The B3LYP-D2 method predicts the singlet-triplet separation of (2) to be 20.9 kcal mol −1 , whereas the CCSD(T)-F12-DK level of theory predicts this separation to be 24.5 kcal mol −1 .
In this case, the B3LYP-D2/BSI level underestimates the explicitly correlated method CCSD(T)-F12-DK/BS1 by only 3.6 kcal mol
. It is worth noting that the CCSD method was unable to predict the correct stability of the isomers and overestimates the singlet-triplet gap by 10 kcal mol −1 . The summary of these results shows that the use of B3LYP functional including dispersion effects provides relative energies in reasonable agreement with correlated ab initio methods. Application of highly correlated ab initio methods for studies involving bioinorganic systems still remains challenging, mainly with respect to the computational demand required. 79 Hence, DFT methods remain as the main choice for investigations of biological systems of moderate size. The results obtained in this comparative study, as well as those reported by Liakos and Neese, support the B3LYP functional including dispersion effects as a good computational method for studies involving binuclear copper complexes like the one investigated here.
Reaction mechanism -structural remarks
At this point, it is important to highlight the differences between the model used in this work and the models used previously by Yoshizawa and Shiota. 57 In their model they assumed a negatively charged Glu 35 residue as part of the first coordination sphere of one copper ion, even though its side-chain oxygen atoms are more than 4 Å away from the copper ions in the crystal structure solved by Rosenzweig and co-workers. 11 Additionally, the terminal nitrogen of the His 33 residue was protonated and, therefore, unable to coordinate to the copper ion as a histidine brace, present in the crystal structure. Therefore, this dicopper active site model has an initial 
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Cu(I)/Cu(I) configuration and, after the addition of an oxygen molecule and reduction by one electron the Cu(I)/Cu(II) peroxo species is formed. Recently, Yoshizawa, Shiota and Juhász revisited this model 59 proposing a Cu(II)/Cu(II) peroxo intermediate composed of one Tyr, one Glu and three histidine residues, one of them acting as a histidine brace. Although this Tyr 374 residue is almost 5 Å away from the binuclear center in the crystal structure, the authors suggest that a hydrogen atom transfer or proton-coupled electron transfer from this Tyr residue to the Cu(II)/Cu(II) peroxo species may generate the more reactive species (µ-oxo)(µ-hydroxo)Cu(II)Cu(III). In our model we considered only the three histidine residues coordinated to the Cu(II)/Cu(II) peroxo species (see Fig. 3 ), as is presented in the crystal structure, one of them forming a histidine brace, which have been shown to be able to stabilize the Cu(III) oxidation state. 42 This peroxo species generates the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 Table 1 Computed coupled cluster and B3LYP-D2 energies for the model reactions involving the species shown in Fig. 6 a Reaction ΔE (kcal mol a Coupled cluster calculations were performed using the BSII basis set and using a reference wave function constructed from Kohn-Sham orbitals. The B3LYP-D2 results were obtained with the BSI basis set. b Results obtained using CCSD(T)-DK minus CCSD(T) as a correction to CCSD(T)-F12. evidence for the viability of the model proposed in this work comes from two very recent studies. 31, 43 Stack and co-workers 43 have recently characterized several bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complexes with three imidazoles and one primary amine, showing that the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 is a thermodynamically plausible intermediate for the C-H activation in pMMO, giving support to our model. These compounds were able to oxidize the C-H bonds of exogenous substrates such as 9,10-dihydro-methylacridine and 1,4-cyclohexadiene. 42 In addition, Rosenzweig,
Hoffman and co-workers 31 All species located in the triplet PES were described within the unrestricted formalism. The optimized structures of the peroxo and bis-oxo intermediates are shown in Fig. 3 . From Fig. 3(a) and (b) it is possible to see that the main geometrical parameters of singlet and triplet structures are slightly different. The peroxide species have a nonplanar bridging µ-η 2 :η 2 -peroxo butterfly-like structure. This type of structure has been reported in a variety of other binuclear copper complexes also involved in O 2 activation. 5 1WX2) . In summary, these results indicate that our binuclear model including restraints in some atom coordinates is a reasonable choice to represent the possible molecular structure of peroxide species generated in the pMMO catalytic cycle. Further, this brief analysis of the geometrical results also shows that the B3LYP-D2/BSI level of theory describes adequately the main structural aspects of the pMMO active site. As can be seen from Unlike what is observed with the peroxide species, the core of the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complex has an almost planar structure. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the atomic charges and spin densities calculated for the triplet states of the peroxo-Cu(II) 2 and bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complexes. The peroxo species has significant spin on both coppers, as expected, given the Cu(II) oxidation state. Spin polarization of the peroxo ligand can account for its non-negligible spin density. Cleavage of the O-O bond leads to an increase in the negative charge and also the spin density on the oxygen atoms belonging to the core of bis(µ-oxoCu)(III) 2 . The electronic structure can be described based on the closed shell singlet bis(µ-oxoCu)(III) 2 as involving formal removal of a spin-down electron from an oxygen-based orbital, and transfer to mainly a copper-based orbital. This yields two oxygen groups with a mixed oxo-and oxyl character, and two copper ions with a mixed Cu(II) and Cu(III) character. The spin densities suggest that the copper atom involved in the histidine brace is the one that has undergone most of this formal reduction to Cu(II). The presence of a significant oxyl/ unpaired electron character on the oxygen atoms has been described as an essential factor for the reactivity of metal-oxo complexes and clusters towards the C-H bond activation of alkanes and other inert substrates. [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] As will be seen later, this oxyl radical character in the triplet state of the bis(µ-oxo)-Cu(III) 2 complex plays an important role in determining the preferred pathway for the oxidation of methane.
Starting from the singlet and triplet optimized structures of the bis-oxo form, (3c) and (3d), we calculated the transition states related to the activation of the C-H bond of methane. The optimized structures of the transition states are presented in Fig. 5 . These transition states were characterized by having imaginary frequencies of 1519i and 800i for the triplet (4b) and singlet (4a) states, respectively. The eigenvectors associated with these imaginary frequencies indicate a concerted hydrogen atom transfer mechanism in which at the same time as the C-H bond is broken the O-H bond is formed, generating a CH 3 radical and a Cu(µ-O)(µ-OH)Cu µ-hydroxo species, with partially reduced Cu(2.5) centers. As can be seen, the transition state structures for the singlet and triplet reaction pathways are considerably different regarding the relative position of the methane molecule to the Cu 2 O 2 core. The TS for the triplet state of (4b) has a near-linear O-H-CH 3 angle of 157.2 degrees, whereas in the singlet state (4a) this angle is 111.2°. As discussed later our results show that the triplet state of the bis-oxo species is considerably more reactive than the singlet state towards the cleavage of the C-H bond of methane. Hence, after the activation of the C-H bond of methane the other steps of the catalytic cycle were investigated only for the triplet pathway. Fig. 6 shows the UB3LYP/BSI optimized structures obtained for the CH 3 rebound step. The transition state has an imaginary frequency of 330i cm −1 , associated with the formation of the C⋯OH bond through a radical mechanism. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the transition state (TS2) leads to the formation of a methanol-complex, in which the methanol molecule is coordinated only to one of the copper ions. this barrier is in agreement with the singlet PES calculated by Yoshizawa in a previous investigation involving a concerted non-synchronous mechanism. 58 On the other hand, the energy profile of Fig. 7 shows that the triplet state of bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 is very reactive towards the activation of the strong C-H bond of methane, displaying an activation energy barrier of 18.6 kcal mol −1 for the triplet TS (3b) relative to the ground state of the peroxo-Cu(II) 2 species. The results related to the C-H bond activation step also show that a crossing between the singlet and triplet PES takes place prior to the H-abstraction by the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 species. The geometry and energy of this crossing point between singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces were determined from the optimization of the corresponding minimum energy crossing point (MECP). The calculation of this MECP was performed using the method described in ref. 92 , where the Gaussian program was used to calculate the energy and gradient on the two potential energy surfaces. A FORTRAN code was used to calculate the effective gradient pointing toward the MECP and update the geometry. This calculation was carried out with constraints at the atomic coordinates of the atom marked with stars in Fig. 3 . As can be seen from Fig. 7 , the 1, 3 MECP is approximately 0.7 and 14.0 kcal mol −1 more stable than the transition states 3 TS1 and 1 TS1, respectively. Based on our experience with previous spin-forbidden reactions of transition metal compounds, while passage from the singlet to the triplet state at the MECP will be somewhat hindered, this should not have a major impact on the rate. Hence the bottle-neck formed by the MECP may be less of an impediment to the reaction than 3 TS1 (due to its lower potential energy), or comparable to it. These results suggest that the two-state reactivity with the reaction starting on the singlet surface and then moving to the triplet surface is a credible possibility. The CH 3 radical rebound step takes place through a barrier with an energy of 8.4 kcal mol −1 relative to the 5(a) intermediate, so this step does not constitute the bottle-neck to the oxidation. According to our B3LYP-D2 results, the formation of the methanol-complex, via a radical mechanism, is a quite thermodynamically favorable process. Similar stability has been reported in previous studies. [56] [57] [58] [59] 62 The inspection of the full energy profile of Fig. 7 shows that the hydrogen atom transfer step is the rate-determining step, which is in agreement with experimental and also with previous theoretical results. 56, 57, 59, 60 Previous theoretical investigations reported the values in the range of 18-21 kcal mol −1 , 56-59 for the C-H bond activation step. Chan et al. 56 suggested that the trinuclear copper(II, II, III) complex activates the C-H bond through a direct insertion of singlet oxene into the C-H bond in a concerted manner. Yoshizawa et al. [57] [58] [59] have proposed that the initial Cu(II)-Cu(II) peroxo complex is converted to a Cu(II)-Cu(III) oxo complex through a one electron reduction. This is then suggested to carry out the hydrogen abstraction and thereby generates a methyl intermediate with radical character. The C-O bond is then formed through a rebound of the OH species to CH 3 . Our proposal instead involves a H-atom abstraction by the triplet state of the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complex generating a methyl radical intermediate followed by a CH 3 rebound step leading to the methanol-complex. The triplet state of the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complex has an oxyl character which facilitates the Hydrogen Atom Transfer (HAT) reaction, leading to a preferred pathway. Since the product formed from C-H abstraction from the singlet and triplet dioxo states is essentially the same, the net final energy is the same in both cases, though the singlet reaction is much more endothermic taking the corresponding dioxo species as reference in each case. Thus, according to the conceptual framework developed by Mayer, 93 the intrinsic barrier for the reaction with the triplet state must be much lower.
Reaction mechanism -energetics
It is worth noting that the proposed mechanism does not require a redox partner as in the Yoshizawa's proposal. Comparing the previous energetic values obtained for the C-H bond activation step with the ones obtained in this present work, both proposals are a priori kinetically feasible. Hence the results obtained here are not sufficient to prove the radical rebound mechanism as the true reaction pathway. In fact, this mechanism may be difficult to prove experimentally. It is worth mentioning that the mechanism proposed here could in principle occur with any oxidase containing a µ-dioxo-copper dimer in the active site. However, why the present system can oxidize the very strong C-H bond of methane, in contrast with other oxidases, is not immediately clear and further work is needed in order to understand this behavior, including the effects of the protein environment.
It is also important to mention that recently a class of enzymes involved in the oxidative breaking of polysaccharides chains has been identified. [32] [33] [34] [35] This reaction is of great economic and environmental interest since it can exploit the potential of cellulose as a biofuel. These enzymes termed lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases (LPMOs) possess a single copper atom in the active site. The mechanism of the reaction was recently investigated by Kim et al. 94 using an active site model and it was obtained, also for this reaction, that a copper-oxyl intermediate abstracts a hydrogen atom and subsequently hydroxylates the substrate via an oxygen rebound step. These results show that copper-oxygen compounds are involved in the oxidative C-H bond activation of important substrates such as methane and cellulose and may have an impact on the future of fuel and feedstock generation as was recently discussed by Yoon and Karlin. 37 We note also that these enzymes contain mononuclear copper centers capable of activating strong C-H bonds. There is also structural and spectroscopic data suggesting that the pMMO 'dinuclear' site may also contain only one copper. 35, 37 If this is the case, then the mechanism modeled here would obviously need to be modified -but would remain a potential mechanism for other dicopper enzymes.
Final remarks
In the present study, DFT calculations at the B3LYP-D2 level of theory were carried out to evaluate a proposed radical rebound mechanism for the methane hydroxylation reaction catalysed by the binuclear copper site of the pMMO enzyme. Two potential energy surfaces were evaluated: (i) a singlet and (ii) a triplet. The relative energies calculated for the isomerization involving peroxo and dioxo species revealed that the singlet peroxo-Cu(II) 2 plays an important role as the lowest energy species prior to C-H bond activation. However, the singlet state of bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 formed from isomerization of peroxoCu(II) 2 species is not able to activate methane with a low barrier based on our calculations. We showed from the MECP calculation that, before the cleavage of the C-H bond, a crossing between the singlet and triplet PES can occur. Our B3LYP-D2/BSI results suggest that the triplet state of bis(µ-oxo)-Cu(III) 2 is very reactive towards the activation of the strong C-H bond of methane. The overall energetic profile indicated C-H bond activation as the rate-determining step of the reaction. The activation energy of 18.6 kcal mol based on computational insights. Nevertheless, the results reported in this present contribution are not enough to prove the radical rebound mechanism. Anyhow, this present work quantified the possibility of an alternative mechanism. In summary, our mechanistic proposal is that one possible mechanism for the oxidation of methane by the binuclear copper site of pMMO proceeds through three fundamental steps: (1) activation of molecular oxygen by the Cu(I)Cu(I) compound (Fig. 1b) , (2) C-H bond cleavage (step 2) by the triplet state of the bis(µ-oxo)Cu(III) 2 complex and (3) the CH 3 rebound step, which leads to the formation of the methanol-complex. We assume that immediately following the hydrogen atom abstraction, the CH 3 radical interacts with the bridged hydroxo species, forming a "bound radical" species, and further interaction leads to the final product. That is, the hydrogen atom transfer and methyl radical rebound must be almost synchronized.
In addition, the accuracy of the B3LYP-D2 method was evaluated by comparison with the results obtained using the newly developed version of the coupled-cluster method with explicit correlation [CCSD(T)-F12-DK]. We estimate that the B3LYP-D2 relative energies involving binuclear copper peroxo and dioxo species are accurate to within 4.5 kcal mol −1 . These results suggest that the B3LYP-D2 method provides a reasonably accurate level of theory to describe the energetics of the pMMO mechanism. Continued experimental and theoretical investigation is necessary in order to refine our understanding of the methane hydroxylation mechanism catalyzed by pMMO. Experimentally, this means that new structural, biochemical, spectroscopic and kinetic studies are needed to provide a more accurate description with respect to the coordination environment of the metal centers, the precise location, as well as the electronic properties of these binding sites. In terms of computational work, besides the necessity of accurate methods to describe the electronic structure of the reactive region, the use of methods that allow evaluation of the structural and dynamic effects related to protein environment is also required. In this context, computational simulations using QM/MM schemes are the main candidates.
